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Building a complete print-to-cut solution begins with the right software. Gerber’s OMEGA
design and production software offers the best combination of precision and control to
transform your works in progress into works of art. Unlike other popular programs, OMEGA
is built from the ground up specifically for sign and specialty graphics production. To date,
OMEGA remains the industry standard for artisans and craftsmen. OMEGA is intuitive,
versatile, and easy to use—a software powerhouse that has the capability to enable a
beginner and propel the expert.

EDGE FX is a shop-friendly printing solution that is exceptionally easy to use. Its small
footprint requires minimal shop space, and when combined with a Gerber plotter, this total
print-to-cut solution occupies less than 6' of table space. The efficient, environmentallyfriendly thermal printing process produces durable, instantly dry prints with no waste, odor,
or harmful emissions and has no ventilation requirements.

Feature-packed and fully automated, the Gerber enVision 375 is a tabletop, sprocket-feed
plotter that more than meets the demands and rigors of today’s sign and graphics
businesses. This workhorse is the ultimate combination of speed, reliability, and durability.
Its intuitive user interface screen, high performance servo-drive motors, and automatic
tool settings make the enVision 375 the easiest, fastest, and most accurate plotter on the
market today. If you’re looking for convenient capability today with plenty of muscle for
tomorrow, choose the enVision 375.
A standard speed, stepper-driven plotter, the GS15 PLUS is ideal for shops that require
diverse functions without all the bells and whistles. Simple to learn and use, the GS15 PLUS
features Knife Mode Switching™ technology for quick and easy switching between either
a tangential-steered blade or swivel knife. This feature enables effective cutting of
numerous, diverse materials—including sandblasting stencil.
Built with Gerber quality, the GSxPLUS offers performance with economics. Accurate,
dependable, and cost-effective, this 15" stepper-motor driven plotter cuts text and graphics
up to 13.25" utilizing only swivel knife technology. It’s the entry-level plotter of choice—
simple to learn and use, yet so reliable it delivers job after job. The GSxPLUS… built to help
your business grow.

EDGE READY Materials are what make the EDGE FX a true masterpiece. Custom formulated,
processed, and prepared under stringent conditions, EDGE READY Materials consistently
deliver optimum image quality on over 30 substrates, allowing you to penetrate new
markets and opportunities. The growing list includes cast, calendered, magnetic, reflective,
metallic, label stocks, and holographics. The EDGE FX uses the GerberColor FX foil line,
which offers you further versatility with the use of spot or process color, transparent,
medal, L.T. heat transfer (for fabrics), special effects, as well as a line of Finishing Series
foils. GerberColor foils are conveniently available in 15, 45, or 91-meter foil lengths,
which allow you to control inventory costs while maintaining your shop’s capabilities.
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